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This game is pretty fun! especially against someone you want get intimate with because you will criss coss handy dandy till you
guys are mad at each other and some one says fk this game 10/10 and storms off. It is a small but fun game. It has nice Legend
of Zelda (SNES) stile pixel graphics and good animations. Playing multiplayer is best with 2 controllers. If you like playing local
multiplayer games try this! It is quite different to other games and easy to learn (movement+3 buttons simple rules) but quite
hard to master. (Timing trickshots, tricking opponent etc.) There are not that many different levels (or characters) yet, but the
difference in playing with the characters and agaisnt them are quite big! The same is true for the stages, since they can change
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the way you play drastically!. I'm a huge Zelda fan, growing up with "Ocarina of Time" and "A Link to the Past". It's no secret
that SpiritSphere takes a lot of inspiration from these games, and I loved the nostalgia. SpiritSphere reminds one a bit of the
Aghanim and Ganondorf battles in the various Zelda games. Except this time you're hitting magic spheres against your friends.
SpiritSphere's gameplay is, however, very unique and stands strongly by itself. It's reactive, fast-paced, and a lot of fun. The
different modes and powerups make every match different. The single-player is simple and short, but fun. I'm looking forward
to the additional modes and features that are going to be added as the game approaches full release.. This game is pretty fun!
especially against someone you want get intimate with because you will criss coss handy dandy till you guys are mad at each
other and some one says fk this game 10/10 and storms off. Very fun game for local coop and dev has been responsive about
fixing bugs and fixing broken achievements.
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